WALT: Write
our first
draft of our
own Greek
Myth
YEAR 5 2020

Last week in your topic work you would have
build your knowledge and understanding all
about the Ancient Greeks
You should know when the Ancient Greeks were around in.
You should know key features about the Ancient Greeks.
You should know what it was like to live like an Ancient Greek.
You should have a good understanding about the characteristics of the Ancient Greek’s Gods or
Goddesses.
You know an Ancient Greek Myth.

By the end of
this week one
lucky member of
your family (or
friends) will have
the opportunity
to ....
Listen to you read your Ancient
Greek Myth to them!

So you are obviously going to look to entertain them. But
we also want to make sure that it is a Year 5 piece of
work.
Write a list of what you think will be on our toolkit and
then check if you were right or not on the next page.

The toolkit
Year 5 writing toolkit:

Greek Myth toolkit:

▪Amazing verbs

❖Set in the Ancient Greek times

▪Adverbs and fronted adverbials across paragraphs
▪Expanded noun phrases

❖Have Ancient Greek characters (maybe gods, beasts
or other famous monsters from the time like
medusa)

▪Relative clauses

❖Have some sort of message or lesson that is learnt.

▪Semi-colons

(There may be more things that you wish to have that I
have not mentioned).

▪Past tense
▪Third person
▪(One more but this will be revealed next lesson)

Step 1 plan your
Myth

This is down to you decide what
works for you. You can write, draw,
act it out.
I personally prefer drawing it; here
is my example on the right.
Click on the picture if you wish to
hear me explain my plan.

Step 2 write the
first draft of your
story.
Follow the toolkit, do not worry if
you end up changing thing that is
normal and we will look at adding
things in anyway.

Year 5 writing toolkit:

Greek Myth toolkit:

▪Amazing verbs

❖Set in the Ancient Greek times

▪Adverbs and fronted adverbials
across paragraphs

❖Have Ancient Greek characters
(maybe gods, beasts or other
famous monsters from the time
like medusa)

▪Expanded noun phrases
▪Relative clauses

You are looking at this being at
least a page, I’d expect it to be
minimum 3 paragraphs.

▪Semi-colons
▪Past tense
▪Third person

Enjoy.

❖Have some sort of message or
lesson that is learnt.
(There may be more things that
you wish to have that I have not
mentioned).

